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Bright Longterm Prospects for EDA
Peter L. Levin, General Partner Techno Venture Management

Abstract
The longterm prospects for EDA industry have never been brighter, yes, even in the current climate of contraction and
fear. The large houses are injured, the foundries struggle, and the small fab-less design shops whither under pressure
from their venture backers, unable to get the validating design wins because, it seems, nobody is winning right now. But
the semiconductor industry has slowed, not stopped, and technology innovations - like 90 nanometers, like RF and
wireless, like yield optimization - relentlessly continue; basic discovery is safely insulated from the vagaries of market
indices. New products, new profits, will require sophisticated design support; commodity tools and tired flows won‘t deliver
what we need now. Today, we‘re dickering over price and timelines, not if but when.
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